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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Detecting damage location and severity in civil engineering structures has become 
an important research topic in the past several decades.  Various non-destructive damage 
identification methods using dynamic properties from ambient and forced vibration have 
been developed.  Researchers have shown that higher order derivatives of mode shapes of 
the 2nd and 4th order can be effective in detecting damage in civil engineering structures. 
Furthermore, these higher order derivatives are sensitive to small changes in global 
stiffness facilitating the detection of small degrees of damage.   
In this study a modal analysis is performed on analytical and experimental simply 
supported beams using the Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity method for damage 
detection.  Analytical results from applying the HODD method validate the theory of 
using the sensitivity of higher order derivatives to detect damage.  A multi-reference 
impact test was performed to obtain fundamental frequencies and their respective mode 
shapes.  Inconclusive experimental results in detecting damage were obtained when 
applying the HODD method.  Proposals for further research are presented before 
accepting the HODD method as a viable damage detection indicator in civil engineering 
structures.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Problem Description 
Non-destructive testing for detecting damage is an emerging method to aid in 
maintaining the structural integrity of civil engineering structures.  Ensuring the structural 
integrity of a system on a frequent basis is paramount to ascertain the safety of the public.  
Furthermore, additional testing of structures following natural hazards, such as hurricanes 
and earthquakes, is vital to determine if global damage has occurred due to dynamic 
loads generated by these catastrophic hazards.  Global damage in a structural system 
reduces the stiffness of the system resulting in strength and serviceability failure.  Early 
detection of global damage will provide the opportunity for repair to the structural system 
before ultimate failure results. 
 Currently various types of non-destructive testing both visual and experimental are 
being implemented on structures to evaluate the system’s structural condition.  An 
example of present visual non-destructive testing methods is routine visual bridge 
inspections.  Bridge inspectors implement biennial visual inspections to determine bridge 
conditions and any associated required actions (Graybeal et al. 2002).  However, these 
inspections are highly subjective and thus produce significant variability in the condition 
ratings.  Therefore, a more reliable non-destructive testing method is needed in order to 
detect global damage. 
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Researchers have studied the ability of various non-destructive testing methods using 
the natural dynamic properties of the structural system as a reliable method of damage 
detection.  These methods are based on the response of the structural system to ambient 
and forced vibration.  Methods involving damage detection through analyzing the 
changes in dynamic properties between the healthy and damaged state have been 
developed by Kim and Stubbs (2003b), Farrar and Jauregui (1998), and Salawu (1997).  
Other methods presented by Pandey et al. (1991), Abdel Wahab and De Roeck (1999), 
and Abdo and Hori (2002) detect damage through examining changes in displacement 
mode shapes and curvature mode shapes for the healthy and damaged states.  
Furthermore, Gauthier (2006) developed the Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity 
(HODD) method that utilizes the fourth derivative of the mode shapes to aid in the 
detection of damage. 
 
1.2 Objectives and Scope of Research 
The goal of this study is to verify the usefulness of the HODD method in detecting 
damage on analytical and experimental simply supported systems.  The specific tasks that 
will be completed as part of this research are as follows: 
1. Verify the theory of the HODD method through application on analytical models 
2. Implement an experimental impact forced vibration test on a simply supported 
beam and plate with four damage scenarios. 
 
3. Apply the HODD method to the experimental testing results to ascertain if 
damage can be quantified. 
 
4. Determine the probability distribution for several mode shapes and the nodal 
damage ratio. 
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5. Perform a noise study to understand the effect noise has on the sensitivity of the 
fourth derivative using the HODD method. 
 
 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 
This thesis is organized into six chapters with the following contents: 
Chapter 2 provides a summary of previous research using non-destructive testing 
methods to detect damage in civil engineering structures.  Also an in-depth review of 
research methods using forced vibration to detect damage in civil engineering structures 
is covered in this chapter. 
Chapter 3 presents the theory, methodology, and algorithms for the HODD method.  
A derivation using the Bernoulli-Euler is presented to obtain a relationship between the 
fourth derivative and stiffness.  Also a numerical central difference approximation is 
shown to obtain fourth derivatives of mode shapes when using discrete values.  
Chapter 4 assesses the analytical tests using HODD method for damage detection.  
Analytical tests consisted of simply supported beams using a square, S-shape, and plate 
cross sections.   
Chapter 5 evaluates the HODD method on experimental tests for damage detection.  
The experimental tests are performed on a simply supported aluminum beam and plate.  
A study of the effect of noise has in detecting damage using the HODD method is also 
presented.   
Chapter 6 contains a summary of the aforementioned work and conclusions are drawn 
from the research conducted.  Further research needs using the HODD method are also 
addressed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Natural hazards, such as earthquakes, produce dynamic loading on civil structures 
which may cause global damage to occur.  Throughout the lifespan of the structure global 
damage may also occur due to static loads and environmental conditions.  This type of 
damage can affect the structural integrity of the civil structure by reducing the strength 
capacity and serviceability of its members.  Examples of global damage are buckling and 
fatigue cracking in steel, cracking and spalling of concrete, and corrosion of reinforcing 
steel and steel members.  It is paramount that global damage be detected and repaired to 
ensure the serviceability and safety of the structure. 
 
2.2 Damage Detection   
Over the past forty years non-destructive damage detection methods have been 
developed that are both experimental and visual to detect global damage.  Visual 
inspections on highway bridges have been required in all states since 1968 when the 
Federal Highway Act established the National Bridge Inspection Program in the United 
States (Graybeal et al. 2002).  Routine biennial visual inspections of bridges are required 
to ascertain the physical and functional condition of the bridges.  The Federal Highway 
Administration implemented a set of standards for condition ratings for bridge 
inspections on a scale between one and ten.  Table 2.1 illustrates the different condition 
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ratings associated with their respective bridge state (Federal Highway Administration 
1995).  However, these bridge condition ratings have a high level of variability due to the 
subjective assessments given by bridge inspectors during routine inspections.  A recent 
study to assess the reliability of routine visual bridge inspections was performed by the 
Federal Highway Administration (Graybeal et al. 2002).  The study consisted of 49 
practicing state bridge inspectors that evaluated ten bridge inspection tasks for seven 
different bridges. It showed that in the assignment of condition ratings there is a 
significant amount of variability.  In particular, only approximately 68% of condition 
ratings were found to be within one rating point of the average condition rating.  Another 
key result from the study illustrates that in-depth visual inspections are not likely to 
detect and identify specific types of defects such as cracks. 
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Table 2.1: Bridge Condition Rating System 
Rating Rating Definition
N Not Applicable
9 Excellent condition
8 Very good condition: no problems noted.
7 Good condition: some minor problems.
6 Satisfactory condition: structural elements show minor 
deterioration.
5 Fair condition: all primary structural elements are sound
but may have minor section loss, cracking, spalling, or scour.
4 Poor condition: advanced section loss, deterioration, spalling, or 
scour.
3 Serious condition: loss of section, deterioration, spalling, or scour 
have seriously affected primar y structural components.  Local 
failures are possible.  Fatigue cracks in steel or shear cracks in 
concrete may be present.
2 Critical condition: advanced deterioration of primary structural 
elements.  Fatigue cracks in steel or shear cracks in concrete may 
be present or scour ay have removed substructure support.  Unless 
closely monitored it may be necessary to close the bridge until 
corrective action is taken.
1 “Imminent” failure condition: major deterioration or section loss 
present in critical structural components, or obvious vertical or 
horizontal movement affecting structural stability.  Bridge is 
closed to traffic but corrective action may put bridge back in light 
service.
0 Failed condition: out of service; beyond corrective action.
 
 
To help reduce the subjectivity inherent in visual inspection some of these non-
destructive experimental techniques have been and are currently being developed. The 
experimental non-destructive methods consist of radiography, magnetic field, ultrasonic, 
acoustic, penetrant inspection, thermal field, and eddy-current methods (Holford 2005; 
Kobayashi 1987). However, these methods have limitations associated with detecting 
damage within the member.  For example, penetrant inspection is only applicable to the 
detection of tight surface-connected defects and is the most effective for detecting closed 
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flaws such as cracks. Also magnetic inspection can only detect flaws slightly below the 
surface to an approximate depth of fifty mils.  
Detecting global damage is vital because it allows for further experimental tests to be 
performed on a more localized level. Damage detection can be classified into four levels 
as follows (Farrar and Jauregui 1998): 
(1) identify that damage has occurred; 
(2) identify that damage has occurred and determine the location of damage; 
(3) identify that damage has occurred, locate the damage and estimate its severity; 
and 
(4) identify that damage has occurred, locate the damage, estimate its severity and 
determine the remaining useful life of the structure. 
 
2.3 Dynamic Damage Detection 
In the past decade, research for determining global damage within the member, with 
respect to civil structures, has centered on non-destructive damage identification methods 
using dynamic properties. These non-destructive tests are performed using forced and 
ambient vibration techniques that are applied to the structure in the form of analytical and 
experimental testing.  Damage in a structure will alter its dynamic characteristics causing 
a change in natural frequency, damping values, stiffness, and mode shapes that are 
associated with each natural frequency (Farrar and Jauregui 1998; Salawu 1997).  
Various methods centered on the changes of the above mentioned dynamic characteristic 
have been developed to determine if damage has occurred and to locate that damage. 
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These types of damage identification methods include: the damage index method and 
assessing changes in modal frequencies, displacement mode shapes, mode shape 
curvatures, and rotation of mode shapes.  Furthermore evaluating changes in flexibility, 
stiffness, and modal strain energy can also detect and locate damage. A review of the 
application of these methods analytically and experimentally is given below.  
Kim and Stubbs (2003b) presented a method to estimate cracks in concrete by 
analyzing the changes in natural frequencies.  Further analysis of damage detection was 
performed by relating the change in modal strain energy of the structure to the change in 
natural frequencies.  Salwalu (1997) provides an in-depth review of damage detection 
due to the change of modal natural frequencies and concludes that natural frequency 
changes alone may not be sufficient for a unique identification of the locating of 
structural damage. 
A method proposed by Kim and Stubbs (2003a) illustrates using the change in 
displacement mode shapes between a baseline and damaged state together with a non 
destructive crack detection algorithm to detect damage in a steel plate girder.  To 
determine the correlation between displacement mode shapes for a healthy and damaged 
state the Modal Assurance Criterion, MAC, method can be used (Ewins 2000).  The 
values obtained by implementing the MAC range from zero, not correlated, to one which 
is highly correlated. A modified method of the MAC known as the COMAC, Coordinate 
Modal Assurance Criterion, determines the correlation for each degree of freedom with 
respect to all mode shapes (Ewins 2000).  Researchers have used both the MAC and 
COMAC methods to detect damage in a structure by evaluating the correlation between 
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the undamaged and damage displacement mode shapes (Farrar and Jauregui 1998; 
Ndambi et al. 2002). 
Pandey et al. (1991)  provides a comparison between two damage identification 
methods with respect to their ability in detecting and locating damage.  The two methods 
assess the changes in displacement mode shapes and curvature mode shapes.  After 
implementing the aforementioned techniques on a cantilevered and simply supported 
beam the authors concluded that analyzing the difference in mode shape curvatures is a 
more sensitive damage indicator than the change in displacement mode shape.  
Furthermore, Abdel Wahab and De Roeck (1999) present a method that is based on the 
absolute difference of the curvature displacement mode shapes from a healthy and 
damaged state of the structure to detect damage analytically and in the field.  Damage 
was detected analytical for simply supported and continuous beams as well as 
experimentally for a post-tensioned concrete bridge located in Switzerland. 
Pandey and Biswas (1994) proposed a method of detecting damage by analyzing the 
change in flexibility between an undamaged and damaged beam.  This method was able 
to detect damage experimentally on a simply supported steel beam and analytically for a 
simply supported beam, cantilever beam and a free-free beam. However, this method was 
not able to detect a small amount of damage.  The analytical model simulated damage by 
changing the material properties, 30-90% reduction of Young’s Modulus, at the damage 
locations.  Experimentally the damage was implemented in the form of a splice for both 
the flange and the web simulating a complete crack in the web or the flange. 
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Strain mode shapes were analyzed by Abdo and Hori (2002) showing that the 
changes in the rotation of strain mode shapes between a healthy and damaged state of a 
simply supported and cantilevered plate could effectively detect and locate a damaged 
state with 5% reduction in the modulus of elasticity.  Additionally Shi et al. (2000) 
presented a structural damage detection method base on the change of modal strain 
energy between an undamaged and damaged state of the structure.  This method was 
implemented on a numerical fixed-fixed beam and experimentally on a single-bay and 
two-story portal steel frame structure.  Damage location and severity on the order of a 
15% element stiffness reduction were correctly located and depicted when low amounts 
of noise were in the system. 
Ge and Lui (2005) developed a method utilizing finite element modeling of the 
undamaged stiffness and mass properties of the structure and the eigenvalues 
(frequencies) and eigenvectors (mode shapes) from the damaged structure to detect 
damage.  A damage location and severity model was used in order to determine the 
location and severity of the damage. The author concludes that this damage identification 
method is successful only if suitable finite element models are generated to model the 
dynamic properties in the undamaged state, and reliable mode shape and natural 
frequencies data were available for the damaged state of the structure. 
Ndambi et al. (2002) evaluated damage severity and location in simply supported 
reinforced concrete beams under asymmetrical and symmetrical static loading using 
several damage identification methods.  The methods applied to the experiment consisted 
of the evaluation of changes in eigenfrequencies, the flexibility matrix, modal assurance 
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criterion (MAC), coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC), and the strain energy 
damage index.  The authors were able to detect the presence of damage using all of the 
above mentioned methods, but the locations of the damage were only accurately found 
using the COMAC and damage index methods.  Farrar and Jauregui (1998) also 
evaluated several damage identification methods on their ability to detect and locate 
damage on the I-40 Bridge over the Rio Grande in Albuquerque, NM.  The following 
methods were evaluated by the authors: damage index method and assessing changes in 
mode shape curvature, flexibility, uniform load surface curvatures, and stiffness methods.  
Multiple stages of damage were inflicted on both the web and flanges of the plate girders 
to simulate fatigue cracking. However, only the most severe damage case, a cut through 
more than half the web and completely through the bottom flange, was detected and 
located by all methods. The authors conclude that if several of the methods would have 
been applied blindly it would have been difficult to have determined that damage had not 
occurred at multiple locations on the plate girder. Furthermore, upon comparing the 
various methods the authors observed that the damage index method is the only method 
tested that has a specific criterion for determining whether damage has occurred at a 
particular location.  For additional insight on structural health monitoring and damage 
identification with respect to changes in dynamic properties refer to literature reviews by 
Doebling et al. (1996) and Sohn et al. (2003). 
  All damage identification methods above rely upon either a before picture of the 
healthy member and/or the ability of the researcher to accurately model the healthy 
member in order to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes.  These 
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limitations produce a problem for detecting damage on an in-service structure where the 
healthy state of the member is unknown and highly variable. Recently Whalen et al. 
(2004) proposed a method based on the fourth derivative of the displacement mode shape 
in order to determine damage and location.  This method is limited upon the 
aforementioned restriction because the method does rely upon prior knowledge of the 
healthy state of the member in determining the natural frequencies.  Furthermore, these 
higher order derivatives are sensitive to small changes in global stiffness facilitating the 
detection of small degrees of damage.  Gauthier (2006) using the fourth derivative was 
able to detect damage experimentally on a simply supported aluminum beam with 
damage on the order of two percent.  By determining the location and severity of the 
damage early on, member repair can be completed before significant damage occurs 
resulting in a substantial loss in strength. 
 
2.4 Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity Method 
The Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity (HODD) method developed by Gauthier 
(2006) is based upon the theory of the Euler-Bernoulli beam model under flexural 
loading.  By manipulating the Euler-Bernoulli beam model the fourth derivative of the 
mode shape can be obtained in terms of stiffness, linear mass density, and the natural 
frequency.  Upon obtaining the fourth derivative of the mode shapes a nodal damage 
ratio, NDR, is computed to examine if damage is present.  The NDR is the ratio between 
the fourth derivative of the mode shape and the mode shape at a given node location.  If 
damage is not present the NDR for each node location will approximately be equal.  In 
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order to determine if an anomaly is present in the NDRs, the author developed a test 
statistic referred to as an R-Index.  
An R-Index is computed using the “gapped” means and standard deviations of the 
NDRs to aid in locating anomalies.  The term “gapped” refers to the mean or standard 
deviation of the NDRs excluding the NDR at the point of interest.  The equation for the 
R-Index test statistic is defined as follows: 
 
 
* * * *
, * * * *
a b a a
a b
a b b b
R Index σ σ μ σμ μ μ σ− = =            (1.1) 
 
 If damage is present the magnitude of the “gapped” means of the NDRs will 
fluctuate up or down and the standard deviation of the NDRs will decrease.  If damage is 
not present the R-Index should be approximately equal to one. Additionally, multiple 
numerical and experimental data were analyzed by Gauthier and an R-Index threshold 
was set to quantify damage with the purpose of minimizing false-positive or false-
negative indications of damage.  If the R-Index at any node location is greater than 1.54, 
damage is present at that location.  Furthermore, a Student’s t-test with a 99% confidence 
level is performed only at damage locations to reduce type one and type two errors.  
However, in order to execute the t-test the author assumes that the nodal damage ratios 
are normally distributed and that the data is independent.        
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2.5 Analytical and Experimental Validation  
This modal analysis research will verify that through the fourth derivative of the 
mode shapes for a simply supported beam that damage location and severity can be found 
without having the member tested before damage.  Analytical models consisting of 
different structural systems and varying damage scenarios will be investigated to 
determine if damage can be quantified.  Furthermore, experimental testing using a forced 
impact vibration test will be implemented to verify the feasibility of the HODD method 
in detecting damage on a simply supported aluminum beam and plate.  Additionally, a 
statistical analysis is performed on the experimental mode shapes and nodal damage 
ratios to determine their respective probability distributions and independency.   
 
 
CHAPTER 3 
HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVE DISCONTINUITY 
METHOD FOR DAMAGE DETECTION 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 The Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity method is based on the theory of free 
vibration of a continuous system and is comprised of four algorithms to detect damage. A 
uniform beam subject to transverse vibration can be considered as a continuous system 
whose stiffness and mass are distributed throughout the length of the beam.  Assumptions 
that must be satisfied for a continuous system are: 1) material is homogeneous, 2) 
material behaves elastic and obeys Hooke’s law, and 3) material is isotropic.   
 
3.2 Bernoulli-Euler Beam Derivation 
 The Bernoulli-Euler beam model in Figure 3.1 can be used to determine the fourth 
derivative of a mode shape for a continuous system consisting of a uniform beam with 
transverse vibration.  An assumption associated with this model is that the deflection, 
y(x,t), of the beam is only influenced by the bending moment.  As the beam vibrates up 
and down the differential element, dx, will also move up and down and have a slight 
rotation.  Compared to its translation, the element’s rotation is insignificant and results in 
the rotational inertial properties being ignored.   
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Figure 3.1: Bernoulli-Euler Transverse Vibration of a Uniform Beam 
 
 
 By combining like terms from summing forces in the y-direction and moments 
about “O” the relationship in Equation 3.1 can be obtained.  The uniformly distributed 
inertial load acting on the beam is neglected when summing forces in the y-direction 
because it is a higher order term.  Using the relationship between moment and elastic 
curvature in Equation 3.2, Equation 3.1 can be simplified to the equation of motion, 
Equation 3.3 which describes the free vibration of the beam.   
 
 
2 2
2 ( ) 2
M ydx A x dx
x t
ρ∂ =∂ ∂
∂            (3.1) 
            
2
2( )
yM EI x
x
∂= − ∂             (3.2) 
 
4 2
''
4 2( ) ( ) 0
y yEI x A x
x t
ρ∂ ∂+ =∂ ∂                         (3.3) 
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 The solution to the differential equation given in Equation 3.3 is a function of 
both x and t. The form of this solution, y(x,t), is such that it can be written as given in 
Equation 3.4; where ψ(x) is the normal mode shape and q(t) is the time-dependent 
amplitude.  Substituting the normal mode and time-dependent amplitude into Equation 
3.3 and solving the equation of motion by the method of separation of variables yields 
Equation 3.5. 
 
 ( , ) ( ) ( )y x t x q t= Ψ             (3.4) 
 
2
'' ''
2
1 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
EI x x q t
A x x x q tρ
∂ ⎡ ⎤Ψ = −⎣ ⎦Ψ ∂
1          (3.5) 
 
 Assuming that q(t)  is harmonic then the right side of Equation 3.5 can be 
substituted for the natural circular frequency squared, ω2.  Additionally let μ(x) equal the 
mass per unit length (rA(x)) of the beam and substituting into Equation 3.6 results in 
Equation 3.7. 
 
 
2
'' 2
2
1 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
EI x x
A x x x
ωρ
∂ ⎡ ⎤Ψ =⎣ ⎦Ψ ∂           (3.6)  
and 
 
2
'' 2
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0EI x x x xx
ω μ∂ ⎡ ⎤Ψ − Ψ =⎣ ⎦∂                      (3.7) 
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Differentiating Equation 3.7 using the product rule and combining like terms 
results in Equation 3.8. 
 
 
2 ' ''
(4) ''' ''( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
x EI x EI xx x x
EI x EI x EI x
ω μΨ = Ψ − Ψ − Ψ x        (3.8) 
  
Analyzing Equation 3.8 for an undamaged beam with a constant stiffness the 
'( )EI x  and ''( )EI x terms are zero.  Therefore, the fourth derivative of the mode shape 
would be directly proportional to the displacement mode shape as shown in Figure 3.2.  
However, if damage is present a stiffness change occurs along the length of the beam 
resulting in discontinuities in the fourth derivative around the damage location as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. These discontinuities are directly related to the stiffness change 
resulting in non zero terms for '( )EI x  and ''( )EI x .  
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical Comparison of Sensitivity of 4th Derivative  
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3.3 Central Difference Approximation 
 Analytically derived mode shapes for beams are often conveniently given in a 
closed form utilizing continuous equations.  Therefore taking the fourth derivative of 
such shapes can be a trivial matter.  However, when mode shapes are derived using 
numerical or experimental procedures they are out of necessity given in discrete form.  
Thus, a numerical technique for dealing with discretized mode shapes is necessary.  The 
work conducted in this study implements the central difference approximation algorithm 
(CDA). The CDA method has often been used by researchers to obtain modal curvatures 
of structural systems for evenly spaced nodal point (Abdel Wahab and De Roeck 1999; 
Pandey et al. 1991).  It is based on calculating the curvature at a given location by 
analyzing the slope of a line segment between the node locations before and after the 
node of interest using Equation 3.9.  The system has n nodal points and h is the distance 
between nodes.  Gauthier (2005) implemented the CDA twice to obtain the fourth 
derivative of the displacement mode shape. 
 
 '' 1 2
2i i
i h
+Ψ − Ψ +ΨΨ = 1i−             (3.9)  
  
As seen in Equation 3.9 the central difference approximation of the modal 
curvature at a particular point requires some knowledge of the point preceding and 
following the point of interest.  Obviously this can be problematic when considering the 
beam ends (supports) where either the preceding or following data point is non-existent.  
Therefore, in order to determine the second and fourth derivative of a mode shape at the 
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supports using the central difference algorithm an estimate of the missing information is 
essential.  This estimate is achieved using an iterative procedure outlined in Tedesco et al. 
(1999).  An initial estimate of  is used in Equation 3.10 to determine the displacement 
of the node point that occurs before the support.  Likewise an initial estimate of  is 
required and used in Equation 3.11 to determine the nodal displacement that occurs after 
the support.  Once these nodal locations are known the modal curvatures can be 
determined at the each support using Equation 3.9.  This procedure is repeated until a 
convergence occurs.  To determine how accurate the CDA method is Figure 3.3 shows a 
comparison between the fourth derivative of the first three mode shapes using the CDA 
and the theoretical continuous beam solution.  The boundary conditions are simply 
supported, therefore the fourth derivative of the first mode for the continuous system 
is
''
1Ψ
''
nΨ
4 sin( )xπ π . 
 
2
'
1 1 1 2
hh−Ψ = Ψ − Ψ + Ψ ''1          (3.10) 
 
2
' '
1 2n n n
hh+Ψ = Ψ + Ψ + Ψ 'n              (3.11) 
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Figure 3.3: 4th Derivative Comparison Between CDA and Theoretical  
 
 
 
3.4 Nodal Damage Ratio 
 As discussed above the fourth derivative is sensitive to changes in stiffness within 
the continuous system by analyzing Equation 3.8.  A nodal damage ratio, NDR, 
developed by Gauthier (2005) aids in determining if damage is present by comparing the 
fourth derivative of the mode shape to the original mode shape, Equation 3.12.   
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(4) ( )( )
( )
xNDR x
x
Ψ= Ψ           (3.12) 
 
 The objective of the NDR is to determine if an anomaly is present in the system 
which indicates damage.  The NDR is simply a normalization of the fourth derivative by 
the original mode shape.  Thus, if damage is not present in the beam the NDR for each 
node location will approximately be equal as illustrated in Figure 3.4a.  However, if 
damage is present the NDR values will not be equal, Figure 3.4b.  However, under 
realistic circumstances the differences between NDR values are not so extreme as shown 
in Figure 3.4b.   Damage is indicated by NDR values that are significantly different from 
the rest.  This then becomes an exercise in identifying outliers in the NDR values.  A test 
statistic, the R-index, was proposed by Gauthier (2005) to help identify the existence and 
location of any outliers.  
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Figure 3.4: NDR 1st Mode a) Undamaged b) Damaged 
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3.5 R-Index  
ndex is computed using the NDR values as shown in Equation 3.13.  
here 
andard 
of 
 An R-I
W ma* and sa* are the “gapped” mean and standard deviation of the NDRs 
calculated for point a respectively and mb* and sb* are the “gapped” mean and st
deviation of the NDR calculated for point b, respectively.  The definition of a “gapped”, 
indicated by the asterisk, mean and standard deviation are that the mean and standard 
deviation are calculated for all NDRs of a mode shape excluding the NDR at the point 
interest.  Equation 3.14 illustrates how the gapped mean is calculated where n is the 
number of nodes used to define the mode shape. 
 
* *
, * *
a a
a b
b b
R Index μ σμ σ− =              (3.13) 
 * 11
n
a in
i a
NDRμ −
≠
= ∑                      (3.14) 
 
When damage is present the “gapped” mean of the NDRs at the location of 
amage DRs 
age and 
minimize false-positive and false-negative indications of damage.   
 
d  will fluctuate up and down and the standard deviation will decrease.  The N
will be approximately equal when no damage is present, therefore the R-Index should be 
approximately equal to one.  An R-Index threshold of 1.54 for detecting damage was 
recommended by Gauthier (2005) after extensive examination of analytical and 
experimental data.  The purpose of establishing a threshold is to quantify the dam
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c, Equation 3.15.  
ce 
 Additionally, a Student’s t-test with a confidence interval of 99% was proposed to 
improve the robustness of the damage identification using a t-statisti
Due to the small sample size a t-test was chosen as opposed to the z-test.  Gauthier (2005) 
proposed that the t-test is only used for R-Index values greater than 1.54 to further redu
type one and type two errors.  However, in order to execute the Student’s t-test the NDRs 
must be normally distributed and independent, an assumption which is not believed to be 
valid.  The appropriateness of this assumption will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
 
* *
a b
*2 *2
a b
a b
X Yt −=           (3
s s
n n
+
.15) 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 
 
ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 Three different analytical models were constructed to validate the theory and 
application of the Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity method in detecting damage.  
The computer program SAP2000 (Computers and Structures 2004) was used to construct 
these analytical models and a MATLAB  (The Mathworks 2006) script containing the 
algorithms for the HODD method was applied to the first three fundamental mode 
shapes.  The three analytical models discussed and analyzed in this chapter are Pandey’s 
simply supported beam (1991), a simply supported S-shape aluminum beam, and a 
simply supported aluminum plate.  Both of the later beams are considered in an 
experimental sense in Chapter 5. 
 
4.2 Pandey 
 Pandey et al.(1991) and Abdel Wahab and De Roeck (1999) both used the change 
in modal curvature method to determine the location of damage using a similar analytical 
model of a simply supported beam.  The simply supported beam consisted of a 0.5 inch 
square uniform solid cross section with 21 node locations that were spaced evenly 1 inch 
apart along the length of the beam as shown in Figure 4.1.  In these studies Abdel Wahab 
and De Roeck (1999) inflicted damage consisting of a reduction in the moment of inertia 
(MOI) by 10% whereas Pandey (1991) inflicted damage that was on the order of a 50% 
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reduction in the MOI.  This reduction in MOI was applied to a 1 inch length of the beam.   
However, to illustrate the effectiveness and application of using the HODD method in 
detecting damage Gauthier (2005) reduced the length of the damage region in the two 
aforementioned analytical setups from 1 inch to 0.5 inch.  The damage was located at 
node 14 and consisted of a 10% reduction in the moment of inertia.  Furthermore, an 
additional damage scenario was investigated consisting of 10% reduction in the moment 
of inertia at two separate locations.  These damage regions are located on opposite sides 
of the beam at nodes 9 and 14.   
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
L=20”
1” TYP.
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
 
Figure 4.1: Pandey’s Simply Supported Beam (1991) 
  
 The first three fundamental mode shapes were obtained from performing a modal 
analysis using SAP2000.  The boundary conditions and beam with its respective damage 
were modeled using SAP2000 prior to performing a modal analysis.  Additionally shear 
deformation was included in the model to depict real-life situation.  The mode shapes 
obtained from the modal analysis were plotted to visually ascertain what effect each 
damage scenario had on the mode shape. Figures 4.2(a), 4.3(a) and 4.4(a) show these 
mode shapes for the undamaged and damaged (scenario one and two) beams respectively.  
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It can be determined that although the damage inflicted was 2.5% of the overall length of 
the beam, visually there was no noticeable change in the mode shapes for the damage 
occurring at one location.  Similarly, this statement can also be applied to the case when 
damage was inflicted at two different locations.   
Although no damage is apparent when observing the mode shapes, the damage 
becomes evident in the form of discontinuities when one considers their fourth 
derivatives.  Figures 4.2(b), 4.3(b) and 4.4(b) plot the fourth derivatives each mode and 
for all three cases.  In Figure 4.3(b), only a single discontinuity becomes visible in all 
three modes and that it occurs at node 14.  Likewise, two discontinuities are seen in 
Figure 4.4(b) which are located at nodes 9 and 14.   
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Figure 4.2: Pandey’s Undamaged Beam 
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Figure 4.3: Pandey’s 1st Damage Scenario Beam 
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Figure 4.4: Pandey’s 2nd Damage Scenario Beam  
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 These discontinuities near the damage location support the theory of the nodal 
damage ratio (NDR) being a viable damage indicator.  Recalling that the NDR is simply 
the ratio calculated by the mode shape’s fourth derivative divided by the mode shape, the 
NDR values for the undamaged beam should be equivalent.  This behavior is indeed 
verified in Figure 4.5.  NDR values at supports and inflection points were not calculated 
because of the effect that small displacements have on NDR values.  Support and 
inflection points if not removed cause exaggerated NDR values and skewed results when 
calculating the R-Index.  A study of the effect that inflection points have on the NDR will 
be presented in Section 5.6.   
 Analyzing the NDR values for the first damage scenario shown in Figure 4.6 the 
NDR values become scattered at node locations near node 14, the damage location, 
suggesting damage is present.  The R-Index is utilized to determine if there are any 
anomalies in the NDR. Recall that the R-Index is calculated for each mode shape using 
the “gapped” means and standard deviations of the NDR as presented in Chapter 3.  The 
damage location can be identified by using the 1.54 threshold established by Gauthier 
(2005).  Scanning the R-Index for values greater than this damage threshold and also 
through visual inspection of Figure 4.7, it is apparent that damage is identified at node 14.  
R-Index values at this node range from 1.65-4.94 serving as a strong indicator of damage.   
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Figure 4.5: Pandey’s Undamaged Beam NDR 
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Figure 4.6: Pandey’s Damaged Beam NDR (scenario 1)   
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c) 3rd Mode  
Figure 4.7: Pandey’s Damaged Beam R-Index (scenario 1)  
 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the NDR values for when damage is located at nodes 9 and 14.  
Once again the NDR values near the damage locations provide a scatter that is directly 
attributed to the discontinuities in the fourth derivative as shown in Figure 4.4(b). The 
peak values for the NDR for the 1st and 2nd mode occur at both damage locations; 
however, the NDR for the 3rd mode shows that the NDR value at node 14 is significantly 
larger than node 9.  The change in peak NDR values can be attributed to the proximity of 
node 14 to an inflection point for the third mode.  Analyzing the results from performing 
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the R-Index algorithm, Figure 4.9, indicates that damage is detected at both damage 
locations for the 1st and 2nd modes, but the 3rd mode only can quantify damage at node 14.  
The 3rd mode shape was unable to detect damage at both locations because of the large 
difference in peaks between damage locations.  
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Figure 4.8: Pandey’s Damaged Beam NDR (scenario 2)  
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Figure 4.9: Pandey’s Damaged Beam R-Index (scenario 2)  
 
 
4.3 S-Shape Aluminum Beam 
 The experimental setup for the S-shape T1-6061 aluminum beam consisted of 7 
node points spaced evenly along the 60” length of the beam with simply supported 
boundary conditions as shown in Figure 4.10(a).  The experimental beam was modeled in 
SAP2000 to accurately depict the experimental testing setup whose results will be 
presented in Chapter 5.  To accurately represent the cross section properties of the S-
shape in SAP2000 the section designer interface was used.  The cross-section of the S-
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shape beam as shown in Figure 4.10 was measured using calipers to ensure that the beam 
was modeled correctly. The MOI, area, mass per length for the S-shape beam are 
respectively 2.47 in4, 1.66 in2 and 0.000254 lb-s2/in/in.   
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Figure 4.10: S-Shape Aluminum Beam 
 
Damage scenarios resulting in 6, 12, 18, 24, 50, 75, and 90 percent reductions in 
the MOI were devised for the beam.  This reduction in MOI was applied at node location 
5 for a length of 0.125 in.  The section designer aided in dealing with these reduced 
sections of the S-shape.  Performing a modal analysis using SAP2000, undamped free 
vibration mode shapes were obtained for each of the damage scenarios.  Figures 4.11 and 
4.12 illustrate the affect that a 0.125 in. wide saw cut can have on the first and second 
mode shape.  The nodal displacements for each mode shape are also shown in Table 4.1.  
The third mode shape is not shown because the damage is located at an inflection point 
resulting in a minimal response at the damage location.   
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Figure 4.11: Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped Beam 
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Figure 4.12: Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped Beam 
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 Table 4.1:  Node Displacement for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped Beam 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.500 -0.866 -1.000 -0.866 -0.500 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.499 -0.865 -1.000 -0.869 -0.501 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.996 0.998 0.003 -1.000 -0.993 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.499 -0.865 -1.000 -0.869 -0.501 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.003 -1.000 -0.992 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.499 -0.864 -1.000 -0.869 -0.501 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.004 -1.000 -0.991 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.499 -0.864 -1.000 -0.870 -0.501 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.004 -1.000 -0.991 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.474 -0.835 -1.000 -0.936 -0.526 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.946 1.000 0.090 -0.991 -0.857 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.454 -0.812 -1.000 -0.988 -0.546 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.915 1.000 0.146 -0.969 -0.771 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1 0.000 -0.381 -0.701 -0.915 -1.000 -0.534 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.870 1.000 0.234 -0.912 -0.637 0.000
Undamaged
Damage 6
Damage 12
Damage 18
Damage 24
Damage 50
Damage 75
Damage 90
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Analyzing the results from these figures it is apparent that little change occurs in the 
mode shape when damage is below a 24% reduction in the moment of inertia.  As 
damage increases beyond 24%, the mode shape shifts to the right resulting in increased 
displacement at the damage location.  Although the mode shapes show little change for 
when damage inflicted is less than 24%, the fourth derivatives of all damage scenarios 
show a deviation from the undamaged case at the damage location.  This analytical 
example validates the sensitivity of the fourth derivative to small changes in the mode 
shape and how it can be used as an indicator of damage in the system as shown in Figures 
4.13 and 4.14.   
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Figure 4.13: Fourth Derivative Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped Beam 
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Figure 4.14: Fourth Derivative Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped Beam 
 
After applying the NDR algorithm, anomalies can be observed at node 5 in 
Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 indicating possible damage.  These anomalies correlate 
to the discontinuities in the fourth derivative of the mode shapes.  Examining these 
Figures it is evident that as the damage increases at node 5 the NDR value at that location 
also increases.  The shift to the right in the peak NDR values for damage greater than 
24% is directly related to the mode shape shift mentioned previously. Observing the 
maximum NDR value for mode 2 for damage scenarios 75 and 90 would indicate that an 
anomaly occurs at node 4.  When analyzing the R-Index for the second mode for those 
damage scenarios the change in the location of maximum NDR value illustrates what 
effect a small displacement of the original mode shape can have on the NDR value.  
Thus, the sensitivity of the fourth derivative is seen to be a strength when small levels of 
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damage are seen but it may be a weakness when large levels of damage are detected. This 
issue will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.15: S-Shape NDR for Mode 1 Part One 
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Figure 4.16: S-Shape NDR for Mode 1 Part Two 
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Figure 4.17: S-Shape NDR for Mode 2 Part One 
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Figure 4.18: S-Shape NDR for Mode 2 Part Two 
 
 Calculating the R-Index values for both mode shapes and applying the 1.54 
threshold, the assumption of an anomaly at the damage location can be confirmed.  The 
R-Index statistics for both modes are illustrated in Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22. The 
R-Index values are greater than 1.54 along the length of node location 5 indicating the 
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detection of damage.  Calculating the R-Index for damage of 90% reduction in the 
moment of inertia, results in R-Index values at nodes 5 and 6 greater than 1.54.  These 
results at would indicate that damage would be located at both nodes, therefore 
incorrectly identifying damage at node 6. This observation indicates that the HODD 
method is too sensitive to accurately locate a significant amount of damage.  However, 
one may reasonably argue that levels of damage that are this high may be visually 
detected and therefore will not necessitate the use of this method. 
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Figure 4.19: S-Shape R-Index Mode 1 Part One 
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c) Damage 75 d) Damage 90  
Figure 4.20: S-Shape R-Index Mode 1 Part Two 
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 4.21: S-Shape R-Index Mode 2 Part One  
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c) Damage 75 d) Damage 90 
Figure 4.22: S-Shape R-Index Mode 2 Part Two 
 
4.4 Experimental Aluminum Plate 
 A simply supported ¼”x 3”x 27” T-6061 aluminum plate as shown in Figure 4.23 
consists of 9 node points spaced evenly along the length of the beam and was modeled in 
SAP2000 reflecting the experimental setup whose results are given in Chapter 5.  The 
area, MOI, and mass/length are respectively 0.75 in2, 0.00391 in4, and 0.000254 lb-
s2/in/in.  Similar damage scenarios as previously applied to the aluminum beam were also 
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inflicted on the plate.  However, only damage up to an 18% reduction of the moment of 
inertia was applied to the plate.  This was determined based on the time constraints for 
the follow-up experimental testing.   
 The damage location was predetermined to occur at node 4 with the goal of the 
damage not to be located at an inflection point for the first three mode shapes.  The 
damage that was simulated was similar to the beam, representing a 0.125 in. saw cut at 
the damage location.  Undamped free vibration mode shapes for each of the damage 
scenarios were acquired through performing a modal analysis using SAP2000.  The first 
three mode shapes for all damage scenarios are located in Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26 
with their respective nodal displacements shown in Table 4.2.  Similar observations as 
discussed above can be made regarding the mode shapes’ lack of sensitivity to small 
amounts of damage.  
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Figure 4.23: Aluminum Plate Test Setup 
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Figure 4.24: Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios of Aluminum Plate 
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Figure 4.25: Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios of Aluminum Plate 
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Figure 4.26: Mode 3 for All Damage Scenarios of Aluminum Plate 
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Table 4.2:  Node Displacement for All Damage Scenarios of Aluminum Beam 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.000 -0.383 -0.707 -0.924 -1.000 -0.924 -0.707 -0.383 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.707 1.000 0.707 0.000 -0.707 -1.000 -0.707 0.000
Mode 3 0.000 -0.924 -0.707 0.383 1.000 0.383 -0.707 -0.924 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.000 -0.383 -0.707 -0.924 -1.000 -0.924 -0.707 -0.383 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.705 0.997 0.706 -0.001 -0.707 -1.000 -0.707 0.000
Mode 3 0.000 -0.929 -0.711 0.382 1.000 0.385 -0.704 -0.922 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.000 -0.383 -0.707 -0.924 -1.000 -0.924 -0.707 -0.383 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.705 0.997 0.706 0.000 -0.707 -1.000 -0.707 0.000
Mode 3 0.000 -0.929 -0.711 0.382 1.000 0.385 -0.704 -0.922 0.000
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.000 -0.383 -0.707 -0.924 -1.000 -0.924 -0.707 -0.382 0.000
Mode 2 0.000 0.705 0.998 0.707 0.000 -0.707 -1.000 -0.707 0.000
Mode 3 0.000 -0.929 -0.711 0.383 1.000 0.385 -0.704 -0.922 0.000
Damage 18
Undamaged
Damage 6
Damage 12
 
 
The validity of the sensitivity of the fourth derivative is once again verified by 
observing the discontinuities that occur near the damage location, node 4 (Figures 4.27 – 
4.29).  Discontinuities are visually more apparent in the first mode shape than the other 
mode shapes. This is due to the relative magnitude of the y-axis.   
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Figure 4.27: Fourth Derivative Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios 
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Figure 4.28: Fourth Derivative Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios 
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Figure 4.29: Fourth Derivative Mode 3 for All Damage Scenarios 
 
Anomalies in the NDR at the damage location can be hypothesized by examining 
Figures 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, but a consensus that damage is present cannot be made until 
HODD method is completed.  The phenomenon regarding the lack of discontinuities for 
modes two and three also can be seen when evaluating the NDR. Calculating the NDR 
“gapped” means and standard deviations for all damage scenarios using the R-Index 
algorithm will aid in quantifying damage.  Damage is found at node 4 for all mode shapes 
by evaluating the R-Index values that are greater that 1.54, Figures 4.33, 4.34, and 4.35. 
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Figure 4.30: Aluminum Plate NDR for Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios  
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Figure 4.31: Aluminum Plate NDR for Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios 
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Figure 4.32: Aluminum Plate NDR for Mode 3 for All Damage Scenarios 
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 4.33: Aluminum Plate R-Index for Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios 
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 4.34: Aluminum Plate R-Index for Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios a) 
Undamaged 
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 4.35: Aluminum Plate R-Index for Mode 3 for All Damage Scenarios  
 
 
4.5 Closure 
 Mode shapes for three different simply supported beams were obtained through 
modeling each system using SAP2000.  The HODD method for damage detection was 
applied to the fundamental mode shapes to quantify damage.  The theory of the HODD 
method was verified through detecting damage using the NDR and R-Index values.  False 
indications of damage were found on the S-shape aluminum beam when damage inflicted 
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was on the order of a 90% reduction in the MOI.  These finding suggest that the HODD 
method can detect small changes in stiffness, but it is too sensitive to large stiffness 
changes.   
 
CHAPTER 5 
 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction  
 Chapter 4 verified that the Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity Method 
(HODD) method is a valid method for detecting damage in a noise free environment with 
ideal boundary conditions.  A study consisting of two different experimental tests were 
conducted to further validate the theory and application of the HODD method in damage 
detection.  The first test consisted of a simply supported aluminum S-shape beam and the 
second test was a simply supported aluminum plate. The results, findings, and problems 
associated with the HODD method are discussed in this chapter. 
 
5.2 Modal Testing 
Modal testing is a non-destructive test that helps one better understand the 
dynamic characteristics of a structural system through forced vibration.  Dynamic 
characteristics that are of interest in this study are the fundamental frequencies of the 
system.  Fundamental frequencies can be determined through measuring the time history 
response of the system when subjected to a single impact hit.  The response data obtained 
from the input force and output data are transformed from a time domain to a frequency 
domain using the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.  Additionally, this transformation 
causes the response and excitation signals to become complex.  After transforming the 
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data into the spectral domain the power spectral densities and cross power spectral 
densities can be obtained.  
The frequency response function (FRF) for a structural system is calculated using 
the power spectral densities and cross power spectral densities as shown in Equation 5.1.   
The cross spectrum of the excitation and response is SFX and the power spectrum of the 
excitation is SXX.  The FRF for a sample experimental beam is shown in Figure 5.1.   
Peaks of the FRF are associated with the fundamental frequencies of the structure 
because of the high response when the structure is vibrating at that particular frequency.   
 
 ( )( )
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Figure 5.1: Frequency Response Function for Experimental Plate 
 
To ensure that a peak is indeed a fundamental frequency the phase plot of the FRF 
should be 90 degrees out of phase.  Figure 5.2 presents the phase plot for the FRF in 
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Figure 5.1.  It is important to note that at frequency of the peaks located in the FRF are 
also locations where the phase is 90 degrees out of phase as shown in Figure 5.2.  The 
phase angle (Ф) for the entire frequency spectrum can be calculated using the real and 
imaginary parts of the FRF using equation 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Phase of FRF for Experimental Plate 
 
1tan imaginary
real
φ − ⎛= ⎜⎝ ⎠
⎞⎟            (5.2) 
 
Accurately locating the natural frequencies is imperative for obtaining mode 
shapes and implementing the HODD method.  The procedure for obtaining experimental 
mode shapes using the imaginary part of the FRF at natural frequencies will be presented 
in the following section.   
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5.3 Simply Supported Aluminum Beam 
 A forced vibration impact test was implemented on a simply supported beam, 
shown in Figure 5.3.  The objective of implementing an impact vibration test 
experimentally is to determine mode shapes and verify that the HODD method can 
indeed be used in real-life, noisy, applications such as a beam. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Laboratory Experimental Setup for Aluminum Simply Supported Beam 
 
 Vibration excitation, using an eccentric mass shaker or impact hammer, is a 
common method for identifying modal properties of structures.  These modal properties 
are often used for evaluation and detection of damage.  Impact testing consists of using 
an instrumented modal hammer and accelerometers to measure the free vibration 
response of the structure under a single impact.  Providing excitation through impact 
testing is becoming a popular method of forced vibration excitation due to its simplicity 
and efficiency (He and Fu 2001).  Another advantage of impact testing is that less 
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equipment is needed to provide excitation, thus resulting in lower testing costs and 
allowing variability in the amount of testing performed. 
 For the aforementioned experimental test a PCB 080475 instrumented modal 
hammer with a vinyl tip was used for impact testing.  Instrumentation for the aluminum 
beam consisted of three PCB 333B30 accelerometers that were located along the length 
of the beam at a distance of L/6, L/2, and 2L/3 as shown in Figure 5.4.  The base mounts 
for accelerometers were mounted to the centerline of the top flange of the beam using 
epoxy.  The accelerometers are then attached to the base mounts via a threaded stud.  A 
four channel Agilent 35670A and a four channel OROS24 dynamic signal analyzer were 
used to collect data from the modal hammer and accelerometers, Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.4: Test Setup for Aluminum Simply Supported Beam 
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 a) b) 
Figure 5.5: Modal Testing Equipment a) PCB080475A Modal Hammer b) Agilent 
35670A Dynamic Signal Analyzer 
 
  
The boundary conditions for the aluminum beam were considered as roller-roller 
allowing rotation to occur at both ends.  Figure 5.6 illustrates the support conditions 
consisting of bolts, pins, and aluminum columns.  Recall that exact dimensions of the S-
shape cross section were presented previously in Figure 4.11b and the moment of inertia 
(MOI), area, mass per length for the beam are respectively 2.47 in4, 1.66 in2 and 
0.000254 lb-s2/in/in.  The experimental test grid for the beam consisted of seven 
uniformly spaced nodal locations at a distance of 10” apart.  By using these seven nodal 
locations all modes of interest can be obtained without complications arising from 
inflection points.  Impacting at an inflection point causes minimal response 
measurements for the mode associated with that inflection point.  Also if an 
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accelerometer is placed at an inflection point the FRF peak associated with the 
fundamental frequency of the inflection point will be absent.        
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Roller-Roller End Supports for S-Shape Beam 
 
 The expected natural frequencies for the healthy state of the experimental beam 
were determined prior to impact testing by implementing a computer model using 
SAP2000 as described in Chapter 4.2.  Additionally theoretical natural frequencies were 
also calculated using the closed form solution for a continuous uniform beam subjected to 
transverse vibration (Tedesco et al. 1999).  Obtaining the theoretical natural frequencies 
through hand calculations and computer modeling aided in verifying that the 
experimental system was behaving properly when examining the FRF peaks prior to 
saving out data.  The first three experimental natural frequencies for the experimental 
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healthy state determined by impacting each node point forty times are 116, 318, and 976 
Hz.  These natural frequencies were determined graphically by analyzing the peaks in the 
linear plot of the frequency response function (FRF) as shown in Figure 5.7.  
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Figure 5.7: Frequency Response Function for S-Shape Beam 
 
 To ensure that the system is behaving properly and to assist in identifying 
potential error in measured FRF data, three checks need to be conducted.  The first check 
is an assessment of repeatability of the dynamic test.  The main purpose of this check is 
to ensure that the system’s dynamic response and the measurement system is time 
invariant.  By verifying the repeatability of the dynamic testing it allows for consistent 
results for further tests performed on the same system, but not on the same day or time 
period (He and Fu 2001).    
 The second check is to determine if the system behaves linearly and time 
invariant.  A reciprocity check is performed by comparing the FRF measurements 
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between force and accelerometer locations (He and Fu 2001).  The concept of reciprocity 
is that if a single input location and a single response measurement location were 
exchanged, then the FRF obtained for each configuration would be equal.  This is based 
on Maxwell’s theorem of reciprocal displacements (Hibbeler 2006).  For example the 
FRF obtained from measuring the response at node 4 due to an impact at node 2 should 
be the same as the FRF for impacting at node 4 and measuring the response at node 2.  
Reciprocity checks were performed between nodal locations 2 and 4, 2 and 5, and 4 and 
5.  The reciprocity check between node locations 4 and 5 is shown in Figure 5.8.  
Examining the reciprocity FRF plots between the input and accelerometer response it was 
determined that the system behaves linearly during the frequency range of 0-400 Hz.  
Due to non-linear behavior after 400 Hz further analysis and treatment of the natural 
frequencies in the non-linear region have been neglected.    
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Figure 5.8: FRF Reciprocity Check between Accelerometer at 2
L  and 3
2 L  
for S-Shape Beam 
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 The final check necessary in validating the accuracy of the system is a drive point 
measurement.  A drive point measurement is conducted by impacting at an accelerometer 
location and measuring the response of the system with that accelerometer.  If the system 
is behaving properly then the following criteria should be true: All resonances are 
separated by anti-resonances and the peaks in the imaginary part of the FRF plot must all 
point in the same direction.  Figure 5.9 illustrates the drive point criteria are satisfied so 
therefore the system is behaving properly (Avitabile 2001).  Upon completing the 
aforementioned checks and verifying the integrity of the structural system the 
experimental testing for a given phase can continue to be implemented at all node 
locations. 
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Figure 5.9: Drive Point Measurement for S-Shape Beam 
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 Four phases of testing were performed on the simply supported beam with each 
phase consisting of a different level of damage.  For each phase all node locations were 
impacted 40 times and the data was averaged. Damage was inflicted to the flanges using 
a hacksaw at node 6, thus reducing the cross sectional area of the beam resulting in a 
reduced MOI (Figure 5.10).  The levels of damage associated with each phase are 
undamaged, six percent, 12 percent, and 18 percent reduction in the MOI.  Figure 5.11 
illustrates the loss of MOI for each damage phase. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Six Percent Damage at Node 6 
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Figure 5.11: S-Shape Damage Scenario a) Damage 6% b) Damage 12% c) Damage 18% 
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 In order for the HODD method to be applied mode shapes must be obtained for 
each fundamental frequency.  A global curve fitting method was implemented to 
determine the respective fundamental frequency for each mode (Avitabile 2004).  The 
global curve fitting technique aids in identifying the location of the peak for each 
fundamental frequency by using the FRF measurements for all node locations and 
accelerometers.  Implementing the global curve fitting method will result in more 
accurate mode shapes than if one determines the natural frequencies based on a single 
FRF measurement. 
Modal vectors are assembled for each frequency by acquiring the imaginary 
magnitude of the FRF at each accelerometer for each impact location.  For example a 
mode shape would be assembled using the response measurement from accelerometer 
one ( 6
L ) for impact locations at all node locations (1-7). This process was repeated for 
each accelerometer to obtain mode shapes for each fundamental frequency.  Normalizing 
each modal vector by the maximum displacement provides independence between each 
mode shape and not the individual accelerometer response.  Additionally, the normalized 
mode shapes for each accelerometer were averaged to further decrease the variability of 
the mode shapes.  When obtaining the second mode shape the response from 
accelerometer 2, located at 2
L , was not included in the averaging due to its location at an 
inflection point. Once the normalized mode shapes were obtained the HODD method was 
implemented to locate damage.  
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 Observing the mode shapes from the experimental results in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 
and analyzing the data in Table 5.1 it is apparent that the mode shapes are unsymmetrical 
even for the undamaged state.  Comparing the experimental mode shapes to the analytical 
model of this particular experimental setup, there is a definite discrepancy between mode 
shapes, Table 5.1.  It appears that the experimental mode shapes have more variability 
than the analytical mode shapes discussed in Chapter 4.  The source of variability in the 
experimental results can be the result of noise, human error of impacting, calibration of 
sensors, and boundary conditions.   
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Figure 5.12: First Mode Shapes for All Damage Scenarios of  
S-shaped Experimental Beam 
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Figure 5.13:  Second Mode Shapes for All Damage Scenarios of  
S-shaped Experimental Beam 
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Table 5.1:  Node Displacements for Analytical and Experimental S-Shaped Beam for All 
Damage Scenarios 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1-A 0.000 -0.500 -0.866 -1.000 -0.866 -0.500 0.000
Mode 1-E 0.148 -0.403 -0.750 -1.000 -0.790 -0.387 0.174
Mode 2-A 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000
Mode 2-E 0.320 0.897 0.765 -0.166 -0.997 -0.784 -0.098
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1-A 0.000 -0.499 -0.865 -1.000 -0.869 -0.501 0.000
Mode 1-E 0.095 -0.398 -0.816 -0.998 -0.622 -0.106 0.615
Mode 2-A 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.003 -1.000 -0.992 0.000
Mode 2-E 0.752 1.000 0.629 -0.123 -0.624 -0.712 -0.421
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1-A 0.000 -0.499 -0.864 -1.000 -0.869 -0.501 0.000
Mode 1-E 0.260 -0.394 -0.828 -1.000 -0.866 -0.398 0.172
Mode 2-A 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.004 -1.000 -0.991 0.000
Mode 2-E 0.799 1.000 0.630 -0.150 -0.734 -0.865 -0.569
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mode 1-A 0.000 -0.499 -0.864 -1.000 -0.870 -0.501 0.000
Mode 1-E 0.193 -0.428 -0.809 -1.000 -0.874 -0.458 0.043
Mode 2-A 0.000 0.995 0.998 0.004 -1.000 -0.991 0.000
Mode 2-E 0.972 1.000 0.536 -0.197 -0.710 -0.801 -0.339
Damage 18
Undamaged
Damage 6
Damage 12
  
 
 
 
Due to the unsymmetrical mode shapes and high variability in the experimental 
results after applying the central difference approximation, CDA, to obtain the fourth 
derivative is evident that discontinuities in the fourth derivative occur along the length of 
the beam as shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15.  Recall that for the analytical results the 
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discontinuity in the fourth derivatives only occurred near damage locations, however in 
the experimental results discontinuities occur along the length of the beam for the 
undamaged state.   
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Figure 5.14:  Fourth Derivative Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped 
Experimental Beam  
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Figure 5.15:  Fourth Derivative Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios of S-shaped 
Experimental Beam 
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These discontinuities in the fourth derivative have an effect on the nodal damage 
ratio (NDR) values used for determining if the beam is damaged as shown in Figures 5.16 
and 5.17.  Recall that the NDR is simply the ratio of the fourth derivative and the mode 
shape.  Further computations involving “gapped” means and standard deviations of the 
NDR will aid in quantifying damage using the R-Index statistic.  The R-Index for all 
damage scenarios are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19.  After implementing the HODD 
method for the undamaged S-shape aluminum beam data the R-Index value for the first 
mode at node location 2 would suggest that damage is present at that location because the 
R-Index values are greater than the damage threshold suggested by Gauthier (2005).  
Further inspection of the beam was performed after these results were found to ascertain 
if any damage located on the beam at node 2 was accidentally neglected, however no 
damage was found.  Furthermore the R-Index for the second mode of the undamaged 
beam would suggest that damage is not located at node 2, but instead at node 5.  Once 
again the beam was reevaluated at node 5, but no damage was present.  These false 
indications of damage are a direct result of the unsymmetrical mode shapes and 
variability in the experimental testing.   
Observing the NDR values in Figures 5.16 it is apparent that the location for the 
peak value is inconsistent.  Further examination of the R-Index values for the first mode 
revealed that damage was only correctly identified for the 6% damage scenario.  The 
other damage scenarios would falsely suggest that damage is present at node 2.   
However, when analyzing the R-Index results for the 2nd mode damage is incorrectly 
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identified for all damage scenarios.  In fact, the data for the undamaged beam identifies 
damage at the future damage location as previous mentioned. 
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Figure 5.16: Experimental Beam NDR for Mode 1  
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Figure 5.17: Experimental Beam NDR for Mode 2  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.18: Experimental Beam R-Index for Mode 1  
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Figure 5.19: Experimental Beam R-Index for Mode 2  
 
 
 
 
5.4 Simply Supported Aluminum Plate 
 Clearly, difficulty exists in using the HODD method for the S-shaped simply 
supported beam.  This difficulty arises because of the inherent noise and relative 
complexity of the system. Therefore a second, less complex, beam was chosen for 
verification purposes.  The beam is a T1-6061 aluminum plate which is ¼” deep x 
3”wide x 27” long and simply supported.  The boundary conditions and test setup were 
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similar to the aforementioned experimental beam with slight modifications to the testing 
grid and cover plates clamping the roller, Figure 5.20.  A more refined test grid as shown 
in Figure 5.21 was implemented to aid in obtaining more accurate mode shapes.  Nodal 
points were located every 3.375 inches allowing for maximum response for the first three 
fundamental mode shapes.  Only two PCB 333B30 accelerometers were epoxied to the 
aluminum beam because of the concern limiting the additional mass to the system.  These 
accelerometers were placed at quarter points from each support allowing the mass from 
the accelerometers to be applied to the system symmetrically.  Furthermore, by placing 
these accelerometers at quarter points, inflection points of the first three modes would not 
be located at an accelerometer location.  Special consideration was given during the test 
setup to place the accelerometers on the reverse side of impact nodal locations to reduce 
the amount of human error when impacting at accelerometer locations.   
 
 
Figure 5.20: Roller-Roller End Supports for Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.21: Test Setup for Aluminum Simply Supported Plate 
 
An OROS 24 vibration analyzer was used to obtain the averaged FRF for the 
system based on 80 hits at each node location.  Systematical checks as explained 
previously in the experimental beam setup were performed to ensure that the system was 
behaving linearly and time invariant.  Figure 5.22 illustrates the reciprocity check 
between the two accelerometers and Figure 5.23 represents the drive point measurement 
at 4
L .  Observing the reciprocity between accelerometers and the peaks of the drive point 
measurement all occurring on one side it can be concluded that the system is linear.  
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Figure 5.22: FRF Reciprocity Check between Accelerometer at 4
L and 4
3 L for 
Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.23: Drive Point Measurement for Experimental Plate 
 
 
 
Four phases of impact testing consisting of undamaged, six percent, 12 percent, 
and 18 percent damage (percentage loss in MOI) were analyzed using the HODD method 
for damage detection.  Damage was inflicted at node 4 with a hacksaw similar to the 
experimental beam.  Node location 4 was a predetermined damage location prior to 
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testing with the goal of avoiding inflection points for the first three fundamental mode 
shapes.    
The mode shapes for the experimental plate were obtained using the imaginary 
magnitude of the FRF at the fundamental frequency for each node location and 
accelerometer as previously explained.  To determine the fundamental frequencies a 
global curve fit of the FRF was applied.  The first three fundamental frequencies obtained 
from the global curve fit for the undamaged plate are 31.5, 125.6, and 280 Hz.  Modal 
vectors were assembled using the imaginary part of the FRF and then normalized to one.  
Figure 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 illustrate the mode shapes obtained for all four phases of 
testing.  Observing the mode shapes it is apparent that at node location 6 for the 
undamaged beam an error occurred during testing.  The displacement at node 6 is 
significantly different than node 4 and the displacement for all damage scenarios at node 
6.  Results for the fourth derivative, NDR, and R-Index for the first mode of the 
undamaged beam will not be considered when evaluating the results.  However, for mode 
shapes two and three the undamaged beam results will be considered.  The mode shapes 
for the experimental plate are more similar to the analytical mode shapes than the 
experimental S-shaped beam was to its analytical approximation.  This can be attributed 
to the fact that the system is simpler system.  Furthermore, analyzing Table 5.2 it is 
apparent that the mode shapes are approximately symmetric and little change occurs in 
the mode shape due to damage.  Analytical mode shapes for the plate presented in 
Section 4.4 show that the change in the mode shapes between undamaged and damaged 
was visually indiscernible.  
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Figure 5.24:  First Mode Shapes for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.25:  Second Mode Shapes for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.26:  Third Mode Shapes for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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Table 5.2:  Node Displacement for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.0282 0.4398 0.7508 0.9506 1.0000 0.7780 0.7092 0.4109 0.0330
Mode 2 0.0270 -0.6613 -0.9952 -0.7133 -0.0007 0.7184 1.0000 0.6872 -0.0244
Mode 3 0.0003 0.8821 0.6902 -0.4062 -1.0000 -0.4081 0.6780 0.8974 -0.0055
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.0236 0.3924 0.7006 0.9231 1.0000 0.9052 0.7059 0.3705 0.0318
Mode 2 0.0324 -0.7008 -1.0000 -0.7095 0.0011 0.7041 0.9921 0.6690 -0.0314
Mode 3 -0.0004 0.9005 0.6730 -0.4039 -1.0000 -0.3988 0.6816 0.8964 -0.0082
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.0223 0.3866 0.6994 0.9252 1.0000 0.9037 0.6710 0.3673 0.0333
Mode 2 0.0263 -0.7067 -1.0000 -0.7043 0.0056 0.7096 1.0000 0.7002 -0.0215
Mode 3 -0.0027 0.9053 0.6531 -0.3898 -1.0000 -0.3735 0.6646 0.8831 -0.0050
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Mode 1 0.0269 0.4003 0.7114 0.9345 1.0000 0.9220 0.6974 0.3672 0.0348
Mode 2 0.0365 -0.6637 -0.9600 -0.7059 0.0066 0.7195 1.0000 0.6726 -0.0286
Mode 3 -0.0055 0.9231 0.7055 -0.4193 -1.0000 -0.4036 0.7079 0.9359 -0.0039
Undamaged
Damage 6
Damage 12
Damage 18
 
 
Implementing the CDA algorithm to obtain the fourth derivative for the mode 
shapes, as displayed in Figures 5.27, 5.28, and 5.29, shows that discontinuities appear 
throughout the length of the beam.  Recall that the discontinuities in the fourth derivative 
associated with the analytical model only occurred near the damage location however, the 
experimental results indicate that discontinuities are present along the length of the beam.  
This comparison illustrates the sensitivity of the fourth derivative due to small changes in 
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the mode shape.  Additionally one would suggest that it is not feasible to obtain 
experimental results to the same degree of accuracy as for the analytical model.      
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Figure 5.27:  Fourth Derivative Mode 1 for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.28:  Fourth Derivative Mode 2 for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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Figure 5.29:  Fourth Derivative Mode 3 for All Damage Scenarios of Experimental Plate 
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By further implementing the HODD algorithm using the mode shapes and fourth 
derivatives NDR values for each node location and mode shape can be obtained.  
Visually inspecting the NDR plots, as shown in Figures 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32, NDR peak 
locations are scattered throughout each mode shape and damage scenario.  No consistent 
trend can be found for the variability in peak location.  It appears that the NDR peak 
occurring at the damage location is only present for the second mode when eighteen 
percent damage is located at node 4.  By further applying the R-Index statistic to the 
NDR values to ascertain if damage is present the R-Index values for the second mode 
with eighteen percent damage range from 1.31-1.56 indicating that damage is present, 
Figure 5.31.  Figures 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35 illustrate the respective R-Index plots based on 
the “gapped” means and standard deviations of the NDR.  The variability in the peak 
NDRs is evident when visually inspecting the R-Index values.  Damage would appear to 
be present throughout the length of the beam when considering all different scenarios at 
once resulting in false indications of damage.          
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Figure 5.30: Experimental Plate NDR for Mode 1  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.31: Experimental Plate NDR for Mode 2  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.32: Experimental Plate NDR for Mode 3  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.33: Experimental Plate R-Index for Mode 1  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.34: Experimental Plate R-Index for Mode 2  
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c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
Figure 5.35: Experimental Plate R-Index for Mode 3  
a) Undamaged b) Damage 6 c) Damage 12 d) Damage 18 
 
 
 
5.5 Noise Sensitivity Study 
 The experimental results from the S-shape beam and plate demonstrated how 
important it is to obtain accurate mode shapes due to the sensitivity of the fourth 
derivative in detecting damage.  As previously discussed, mode shapes are compiled by 
evaluating the imaginary FRF response at each node location using a global curve fitting 
technique.  However, if noise is in the system then it is difficult to obtain ideal mode 
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shapes.  Non-ideal mode shapes result in NDR peaks at false damage locations.  This 
study illustrates the effect that noise has on the fourth derivative and the NDR on the 
analytical simply supported S-shape beam with damage of 6% located at node 5.  Levels 
of noise on the order of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 percent are applied at each node 
location of the mode.  The fourth derivatives of the mode shapes obtained from applying 
the CDA algorithm are shown in Figures 5.36, 5.37, and 5.38.  
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Figure 5.36: Noise Study of the 4th Derivative of the 1st Mode 
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Figure 5.37: Noise Study of the 4th Derivative of the 2nd Mode 
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Figure 5.38: Noise Study of the 4th Derivative of the 3rd Mode  
 
 
 
 
 Discontinuities in the fourth derivatives along the length of the beam can be 
visually identified in the first mode as shown in Figure 5.36.  The 2nd and 3rd modes also 
contain discontinuities, but cannot be identified visually due to the magnitude of the y-
 100
axis, Figures 5.37 and 5.38.  Applying the NDR algorithm to each noise scenario and 
analyzing the results shown in Figures 5.39, 5.40 and 5.41, the effect of the 
discontinuities due to noise can be evaluated.  Anomalies in the NDR at the damage 
location can be identified for the first mode for levels of noise of 0, 0.1, and 0.5 percent 
by locating the peak NDR value.  However, for noise levels greater than 0.5 percent, the 
peak NDR value shifts from node 5 to nodes 2 and 6.  This peak shift would result in a 
false identification of damage at nodes 2 and 6 when applying the R-Index statistic.  The 
NDR values for the second and third mode appear to be approximately equivalent for all 
levels of noise.  The variation due to noise cannot be seen visually due to the large 
magnitude for the y-axis. 
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Figure 5.39: Noise Study of the 1st Mode NDR  
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Figure 5.40: Noise Study of the 2nd Mode NDR  
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Figure 5.41: Noise Study of the 3rd Mode NDR  
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5.6 Probability Distribution 
 The HODD method suggests that a Student’s t-test should be used to minimize 
type one and two errors of damage detection.  In order to perform a Student’s t-test the 
NDR must be normally distributed and independent.  Prior to testing, a hypothesis based 
on intuition was formed that the NDR values are dependent.   To test the hypothesis and 
to determine what probability distribution best describes the NDR at each node along the 
length of the simply supported S-shaped aluminum beam, repetitive impact tests were 
performed.  A large sample size of forty was determined to be feasible to determine 
possible probability distributions.  Each nodal location was impacted forty times and each 
impact hit and accelerometer response was recorded.  Modal vectors were compiled using 
a global fitting technique as described in Section 5.2. The value of the mode shape at 
each individual node was determined to be normally distributed.  This was determined by 
evaluating the Anderson Darling P-Value (a goodness-of-fit test) and plotting each 
response for each node location on probability paper using Minitab (Minitab 2006) as 
shown in Figure 5.42.  Table 5.3 provides a summary of the probability distribution for 
each node location for the first mode shape. Furthermore by analyzing the correlation 
matrix in Table 5.4 the nodal displacements appear to be dependant therefore resulting in 
a jointly normal distribution.  
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e) Node 6 f) Node 7 
Figure 5.42 Normal Probability Plot for 1st Mode of Experimental S-Shape   
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Table 5.3: 1st Mode Statistics for Experimental S-Shape  
 
1 2 3 5 6 7
0.181 -0.386 -0.745 -0.775 -0.371 0.157
0.009 0.008 0.014 0.015 0.012 0.011
0.401 0.277 0.455 0.387 0.323 0.433
0.345 0.636 0.255 0.373 0.515 0.288
Mean
Standard Deviation
Anderson Darling
P-Value
Node
Undamaged
 
 
 
Table 5.4: Correlation Matrix for 1st Mode of Experimental S-Shape 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1.000 0.631 0.057 0.000 0.017 -0.305 -0.813
2 0.631 1.000 0.281 0.000 0.366 -0.145 -0.745
3 0.057 0.281 1.000 0.000 0.432 -0.079 -0.304
4 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 0.017 0.366 0.432 0.000 1.000 0.200 -0.268
6 -0.305 -0.145 -0.079 0.000 0.200 1.000 0.238
7 -0.813 -0.745 -0.304 0.000 -0.268 0.238 1.000
Undamaged
 
 
 
The HODD method was applied to each modal vector to ascertain what type of 
probability distribution best models the NDR.  The NDR values for each node location 
were plotted on normal probability paper and are presented in Figure 5.43 for the first 
mode of the experimental S-shape beam. 
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e) Node 6  
Figure 5.43 Normal Probability Plot for NDR of Experimental S-Shape (1st Mode)  
a) Node 2 b) Node 3 c) Node 4 d) Node 5 e) Node 6 
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Table 5.5: NDR Statistics for Experimental S-Shape (1st Mode) 
 
2 3 4 5 6
1031.9 855.68 871.89 412.73 345.23
206.6 169.33 128.68 117.53 260.51
0.37 0.76 0.38 0.37 2.37
0.414 0.048 0.39 0.409 <0.005
Undamaged
Node
Mean
Standard Deviation
Anderson Darling
P-Value  
 
 
 
 
Examining these probability plots, it can be determined that a normal distribution 
for the NDR is a valid assumption.  Having determined a valid distribution for the NDR a 
hypothesis test could be applied to quantify an anomaly.  In order to apply a z-test or t-
test to the NDR data, as previously done (Gauthier 2005), two assumptions must be 
verified: 1) data is normally distributed and 2) data is independent.  The first assumption 
has been verified by the aforementioned work.  To determine if the data is independent 
the correlation coefficient matrix was evaluated for the NDR values.  Examining the 
correlation matrix it can be determined that the NDR data is dependent; therefore the 
second assumption is not valid and a t-test then is not valid.  These results proved the 
initial hypothesis to be true that indeed a correlation between exists between NDR values. 
Thus a new statistical test, considering correlated variables, would need to be developed 
to handle this case. 
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Table 5.6:  NDR Correlation Matrix for Experimental S-Shape (1st Mode) 
 
Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1.000 0.255 0.090 0.167 0.010 -0.435 -0.169
2 0.255 1.000 0.916 0.693 0.368 0.084 -0.084
3 0.090 0.916 1.000 0.871 0.559 0.244 -0.058
4 0.167 0.693 0.871 1.000 0.842 0.390 -0.106
5 0.010 0.368 0.559 0.842 1.000 0.745 -0.034
6 -0.435 0.084 0.244 0.390 0.745 1.000 0.186
7 -0.169 -0.084 -0.058 -0.106 -0.034 0.186 1.000
Undamaged
 
 
 
 
5.7 Study of Inflection Points  
 The NDR is based on the ratio between the fourth derivatives of the mode shape 
normalized by the displacement mode shape.  However, if the test grid contains a node 
location that has a small displacement, inflection point or support, then the NDR should 
not be calculated for the given node location.  Minor noise in the mode shapes at these 
points can cause exaggerated values of the NDRs.  If this happens then all of the analysis 
becomes skewed.  Therefore, all NDR values for node displacement values less that 0.1 
were neglected when calculating the R-Index.  If these node locations are not excluded 
then the NDR for that nodal point approaches infinity as shown in Equation 5.3.  
Furthermore, the R-Index values would be incorrect because of the high “gapped” means 
and standard deviations associated with this nodal point. 
 
(4)
0lim i
i
Ψ→
Ψ = ∞Ψ                 (5.3) 
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 The HODD method was applied on a theoretical model of a simply supported 
beam with seven node locations spaced evenly along the length of the beam.  The mode 
shapes were generated by using a Monte Carlo simulation with a standard deviation of 
0.05 for each nodal location.  Figure 5.44 depicts the effect of including inflection points 
and support nodes in the NDR for three mode shapes of simply supported beam.  Figure 
5.45 illustrates that by excluding the NDR values at inflection points the statistical 
analysis to determine if an outlier is present can be evaluated.  
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Figure 5.44: NDR for a Simply Supported Beam Including Inflection and Support Points 
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Figure 5.45: NDR for a Simply Supported Beam Excluding Inflection and Support Points 
 
 
5.8 Closure 
 Results from forced vibration impact tests on an S-shape aluminum beam and 
plate were presented.  Damage was inflicted to both experimental setups to verify the 
validity of the HODD method for damage detection.  The experimental results from 
performing the HODD method were inconsistent in its ability to identify damage.  These 
results can be attributed to the degree of accuracy of the mode shapes which were further 
analyzed throughout the HODD method.  To obtain more accurate mode shapes error 
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must be reduced by calibrating instruments, reducing noise in the system, and providing a 
standardized method of impact.  
Important issues pertaining to experimental modal testing using the HODD 
method were also presented.  Issues which were addressed are the effect of noise and 
small displacements have on the nodal damage ratio.  Probability distributions were also 
determined to be dependant and jointly normal for the mode shapes and NDR values, 
thus nullifying the use of a Student’s t-test on the NDR values.      
CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
Non-destructive testing of structural systems enlightens the public and 
professionals on their current state of health.  Implementing a uniformly accepted non-
destructive testing technique for detecting global damage in the highway bridges 
throughout the United States would better ensure the safety of the public.  Researchers 
using forced vibration techniques have formulated different damage detection methods 
based on the change in frequency, mode shape, flexibility, and modal curvature to 
quantify damage, but prior knowledge of the healthy state is required (Abdel Wahab and 
De Roeck 1999; Abdo and Hori 2002; Farrar and Jauregui 1998; Pandey and Biswas 
1994; Pandey et al. 1991).  A new technique developed by Gauthier (2005) uses higher 
order derivatives to indicate damage without apriori knowledge of the healthy state.  The 
theory and application of the Higher Order Derivative Discontinuity (HODD) method 
was presented in this study for both analytical and experimental simply supported 
structural systems.   
The results from the analytical tests validate the theory, based on the sensitivity of 
the fourth derivative to stiffness changes, as a viable damage detection mechanism.   
Discontinuities in the mode shape fourth derivative were found near the damage location 
and damage was identified by calculating the nodal damage ratio and R-Index statistic.  
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Analytical results also revealed that the HODD method was too sensitive for large 
damage scenarios.   
Experimental results obtained from applying the HODD method to an aluminum 
beam and plate provided inconclusive results when detecting damage.  The mode shapes 
from the beam were not symmetric which resulted in discontinuities in the fourth 
derivative along the length of the beam.  These discontinuities caused false identification 
of damage using the NDR and R-Index algorithms.  Possible sources of error associated 
with unsymmetrical mode shapes are the effects of noise, boundary conditions, variability 
in impact magnitude and location, and transducer calibration.  Although the mode shapes 
for the experimental plate were approximately symmetric, discontinuities in the fourth 
derivative were still present resulting in false identification of damage.  These results 
suggest that the HODD method is too sensitive and unreliable for detecting damage in 
real world applications.   
An additional study on the sensitivity of the fourth derivative to different levels of 
noise in the system and the effect this noise had on the NDR and it ability to identify 
damage.  Findings of this study show that for noise levels greater that 1%, damage 
locations would be incorrectly identified.  
Furthermore, probability distributions and correlation coefficients were 
determined as jointly normally distributed and dependent, thus concluding that a 
student’s t-test cannot be implemented.  Knowing the distribution and correlation 
between node locations identifies outstanding issues that must be resolved before the 
HODD method may become a viable method.   
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6.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
• Obtaining accurate mode shapes is paramount for using the HODD method due to 
the sensitivity of the fourth derivative of the mode shape.  Global curve fitting 
implemented in this study reduces the variability in obtaining the mode shapes, 
however further research is required on reducing the amount of noise in the 
structural system.  A need for a standardizing impact method is necessary to 
reduce the human error for impact testing.  
• A more reliable statistical model incorporating jointly normal distributed 
variables is needed in order to accurately detect global damage using the HODD 
method. This outstanding statistical research work is not only applicable to the 
HODD method, but also to non-destructive testing in general.  In a literature 
review of structural health monitoring the author states that the development of 
statistical models to enhance the structural health monitoring process has received 
the least attention in the technical literature (Sohn et al. 2003).  
• Further experimental validation of the HODD method to a variety of boundary 
conditions is needed to determine the robustness of the method.  To date the 
HODD method has only been applied experimentally on a simply supported beam 
and a continuous system.  However, the HODD method when applied to the 
continuous system was only implemented on node locations located near mid-
span, due to difficulties in estimating the fourth derivatives near discontinuous 
ends.  Providing further research and experimental application of the HODD 
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method on continuous systems would aid in determining if the method is indeed a 
valid for detecting damage in highway bridges.   
• The versatility of the HODD method with respect to different material used in 
structural systems needs to be further investigated.  Reinforced concrete and 
composite system of a slab on a steel beams should be evaluated for detecting 
damage using the HODD method. 
• The HODD method incorrectly identified damage for the experimental models in 
this study.  A further evaluation of the HODD method on an experimental full-
scale model is necessary to determine if damage can be correctly identified. 
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